ONESOURCE Determination for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce

Gaps in your company’s global tax system can cause costly custom fixes and manual workarounds. So, isn’t it time to rethink how you calculate transaction taxes in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce? Even the most powerful systems can’t handle the complexity of global transaction tax compliance and keep up with the fast pace of online transactions — which leaves your staff to fill in the gaps. Whether you’re selling materials or services to other businesses or selling products directly to consumers, you need to get sales and use tax, VAT, and GST calculations done at the rapid speed of business, no matter where your customer resides. ONESOURCE® Determination for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce calculates the correct indirect tax directly in your e-commerce website, so you can ensure you’re charging the right amount of tax to your customers every time.

Built using cloud-native technology and leveraging years of experience in implementing Microsoft Dynamics tax automation worldwide, ONESOURCE Determination for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce is the version of our integration that performs tax calculations for e-commerce websites. Our integration delivers real-time tax decisions at the point of transaction, directly to your existing Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce platform.

Integration overview

Our scalable solution is tightly integrated into your existing sales and enabling you to better manage your tax requirements and gain a complete view of your transactional tax liability from a single, unified platform.

Each time you run a sales transaction in your Dynamics 365 Commerce system, the ONESOURCE Determination processes the data to instantly calculate precise taxability, validate the customer address and apply the final tax decision back to the transaction in Dynamics 365 Commerce.

Key benefits

**Simple**

+ Automates sales, and value-added tax management across your business.
+ Removes manual tax rate and rule maintenance with built-in, continuously updated certified tax research.
+ Works behind the scenes of your existing system with no disruption to user experience or workflows.

**Flexible**

+ Scales to support business growth with an unrivaled global vantage point.
+ Offers enterprise-grade configurability to meet the specific tax needs of your company.
+ Delivers flexible integration options for multiple systems, enabling company-wide automation.

**Reliable**

+ Advanced address validation and geolocation technology ensure sales tax calculations are accurate every time.
+ Built following Microsoft development best practices to assure superior compatibility and functionality.
+ Reduces risk to projects and ongoing operations with expert-led implementation and support.
Features

Connecting ONESOURCE Determination with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce enables companies to extend the functionality of their ecommerce software to handle every step of the sales tax process. This powerful integration delivers the SaaS capabilities users expect plus the robust features thousands of companies rely on globally.

**Trusted tax content**
Automatic tax rate updates for thousands of tax authorities globally, removing the need to maintain them in your native system.

**Product taxability**
Specific taxability rules can be mapped to millions of products and services in seconds, ensuring accurate calculation in every jurisdiction.

**Dynamic reports and returns**
Robust reporting functionality leverages Dynamics 365 Commerce capabilities to assist in filing, remittance, and audit defense.

**Sales and use tax support**
Real-time support for selling transactions, enabling complete visibility.

**Automated calculations**
Accurate, real-time sales tax calculations securely and automatically delivered back to your system.

**Address validation**
USPS CASS-certified address validation quickly cleanses, verifies, and stores addresses with roof-top level accuracy.

**Exemption management**
Manage and record exemption taxability in real time at the line level with tax override and adjustment functionality.

---

**Are you ready to simplify your sales and use tax process?**

**Contact us today.**

888-885-0206

tax.thomsonreuters.com/Dynamics365